
Build winning
teams
Our AI partner Wisnio’s suite of decision
support tools is designed to help business
leaders make great hiring decisions and
build high-performing teams.

A team-based
approach to hiring

Actionable talent
data

A practical toolkit for
business leaders

Exceptional business success
is not achieved by a single
individual, but by teams.
Critical hiring decisions need
to account for the team profile
to produce the best outcomes.

Every business decision needs
relevant data, and great tools
help leaders make the best
decisions. Hiring, especially, is
the most critical business
decision for any manager.

Hiring starts with defining the
role and ends with helping
your new hire achieve peak
productivity. Wisnio supports
you in the entire process from
start to finish.

Wisnio provides practical toolkits that guide
business leaders through critical hiring and

team development decisions.

Team evaluation

Benchmark the existing team to
get a detailed understanding of
the culture and team dynamics.

Identify critical areas where
the new hire could
complement the team. 

Gap analysis

Evaluate, score and compare
shortlisted candidates to make
better hiring decisions.   

Hiring toolkit

Onboarding tools

Integrate your new hire into the
team and help them get to peak
productivity faster.

Team development 

Use the team development toolkit
to build an environment where
everyone can perform at their best
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It takes just 20 minutes to get started,
and the insight you gain will provide

long-term support for your team. 

Team profile
Wisnio’s Team Profile creates a visualisation of your team culture,
identifying the critical elements and potential gaps in your team
composition. This in-depth insight will support your hiring,
succession planning, and team development decisions.

Candidate evaluation
Wisnio’s candidate evaluation tools help you understand how
each candidate would complement your team and fit in with your
core values. Use the candidate profile and personal interview
guide to make a more structured and objective hiring decision.

Team development toolkit
Use Wisnio’s onboarding tools and team development toolkit
to help new team members integrate into the team and to
shape a culture where everyone can perform at their best.

Let us help you with your most important hiring decisions

“The Wisnio platform brings more logical, linear
thinking into the hiring process, giving our client
more confidence making the right hiring decision.  
Making hiring decisions based on data and
science is a game changer.” Pamela Ruebusch 
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